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It is the current flamenco ambassador worldwide of the old
Arabic city. The company is formed by a selection of the
finest Oriental Andalusian artists, based in what used to be the
Emirate of Granada. 

Granada  Flamenco Ballet presents 'Carmen', an adaptation of
one of the most performed classical operas in history. The
company's interpretation remains faithful to the original in
several aspects, although it presents a new approach that is
fascinating and emotional for the audience.

The production stands out for its careful choreography and
beautiful staging, making it one of the most remarkable
productions in decades.
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SYNOPSIS
Carmen was first premiered by
George Bizet in 1875 and is the
most performed opera in history.

The approach between the military characters and the gypsy characters is
of particular importance. The company skillfully shows the contrasts
between the two groups of characters and environments through the use of
visibly different dances and stage effects. In this way an intrigue is created
in the audience that leads to a greater level of excitement. This excitement
is caused by their unique and powerful movements and by the expressive
intensity of the performance.

The dance performance is innovative and
captivating for all audiences, taking some of
the dances beyond the dancing scene and
combining all kinds of arts, including music
and the performing arts in general.



THEMES
INMORALITY

JEALOUSY

This theme is transmitted with particular
delicacy, particularly in the more dramatic
moments that create a great deal of tension
in the atmosphere. 

The intensity of the scene is not only
transmitted through dance, but also through
audio-visual effects.

This effect combines all the artistic elements
to create a sensation that is somewhat
overwhelming for the audience, leading the
audience to interact with the ballet in a new
way.

Jealousy is illustrated in a dance-like
style. In the dispute between the two
male characters we see how they move
from more subtle and intimate
movements to a more abrupt and
hostile ones. 

This variety and richness of movement
makes the performance dynamic and
engaging for the audience, whether
they are familiar or not with the plot of
the original opera.





COREOGRAPHY

His extensive artistic training begins in his childhood, since then, he has
traveled the national and international art scene, enriching his work
experience from the Canary Islands to Japan. 

Driven by his passion for dance and the teaching of this art, he has
managed to combine in his career both international theaters and
tablaos, as well as his teaching work with official schools and the
offering of altruistic workshops. 

After collaborating with numerous maestros, presenting successful
shows and even directing flamenco schools in China, he created the
"Granada Flamenco Ballet", with which he toured all over Europe and
Asia.

 

Javier Martos
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